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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Courage is the ethical virtues that has special place in the nursing profession, whose role in patient support is highlighted. Courage virtues seems to grow with environmental reinforcement and social support. Hospital as a dynamic social institution has different forms of ethical climates. The purpose of this study was to determine the correlation between the ethical climate of the hospital and the moral courage of the nurses in one of the medical universities of Iran medical science's selected hospitals.

Method: This study is a descriptive-correlational study. The sample included 156 nurses who were selected by available method. A translated questionnaire of Olson's ethical climate and Sekerka's et al moral courage was used to collect data, in addition to demographic questions. The data were analyzed by SPSS software version 21 using descriptive and inferential statistics.

Findings: Nurses’ perception of the ethical climates of the hospital was average (mean = 3.79, SD = 0.56) and their courage was moderate (mean 3.87, SD=0.86). There was a significant positive correlation between nurses’ ethical climates and their moral courage (r = 0.90, p <0.001).

Conclusion: According to the findings of this study, the moral courage virtue of nurses in ethical climates of support and care grows well. Therefore, to improve the role of protecting patients’ rights and promote moral courage, attention should be paid to improving the ethical climates of the hospital. In addition, planners and nursing managers should consider arrangements for developing the ethical climates of the workplace.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the important responsibilities to protect the rights of patients is the duty of Advocacy. The preference of the patient’s interests for individual interests and even their preferences to organizational interests requires the ethical virtue of courage. Moral courage is defined as continuous truth, defense of rights and commitment to moral principles in defending patients’ rights, even in potential danger to their job position (Gallager, 2011). A nurse who has a moral courage, prefer commitment to patients in any case to their own interests (2). Ethical virtue of courage is a stimulant, which support person in the tiredness condition of helping others, and worries about the consequences of correct moral performance, and makes the nurse work to reach the result. The experience of many nurses includes the apparent disadvantages due to correct moral performance (3). These nurses may lose their motivation for moral work or decreases their willingness to serve patients, without ethical courage.

The moral organization should seek ways to strengthen the ethical virtue of courage. In an environment where moral courage is reduced, the rights of patients will be violated and the benefits of the patient will be trampled. The ways of promoting dare and adherence to ethics can lead to the promotion of ethical virtue of courage. Moral courage is...
essential, and organizations in practice must provide the conditions for their employees to enjoy the ethical virtue of courage. Knowing the importance of moral courage and factors that enhance moral courage can help health care activists to work well in dealing with ethical challenges whether at the bedside of patients or in research and education activities (4).

The ethical climate of the organization seems to be effective on the employee’s ethical courage. To mitigate moral problems, the organization can use the development of employee ethical courage. Although personal and professional factors influence the ethical courage of nurses, but in organizational terms, it seems that the organization’s ethical climate can affect the ethical courage of employees. If such a hypothesis is correct, then it is the responsibility of hospital managers to develop ethical climate to promote moral courage so that work environments for nurses are in a state of professional commitment and ethical courage (5).

With all the importance of the ethical courage and ethical climate of the hospital, there have not yet been done enough studies in each of these cases, especially in relation between these two concepts. Major studies in this basis have addressed the ethical climate and ethical courage separately. However, if the research evidence considered hospital’s ethical climate as of one of strengthening moral courage components, then it would be possible to turn strengthen nurses’ ethical courage into an evidence-based subjects. This study has been done to represent the ethical climate in hospitals, which belong to one of the major universities in the capital of Iran, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences. Moreover, show nurses moral courage rate and the correlation between these two variables, considering the importance of ethical climate and the impact that can have on nurses’ ethical courage.

METHOD

This descriptive-correlational study was conducted in 2016 in selected hospitals affiliated to Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, one of the major universities in the capital of Iran. Among the existing hospitals, three hospitals, Ayatollah Taleghani, Shahid Modarres and Loghman Hakim were randomly selected. All these three hospitals were General Hospitals and Medical Education Center. The required sample number was determined based on a pilot study of 150 people. Accordingly, 156 nurses were selected in the hospitals who were eligible for the study through sampling and from admissions departments except emergency departments and ICU, according to the quotas allocated to each hospital, department and different shifts. Attendance criteria were having at least a bachelor’s degree in nursing, at least one year of experience in nursing and full-time nursing professions. The data-collecting tool was a three-part questionnaire. The first part contains demographic information that examines the characteristics of age, sex, type of service area, service life, and type of employment. The second part consists of a questionnaire “Ethical climate of the hospital.” Olson in 1995 designed and validated this questionnaire to measure the ethical climate. Moreover, published in 1998 in the magazine Image and then in 2002 in the book Clinical Ethics Measuring Instruments. This questionnaire contains 26 questions in five areas of communication with colleagues, doctors, patients, hospital and managers. In addition, the range of scores for each question is based on Likert scale between one (almost never) and five (usually). Thus, the minimum total score for each person is 26 and the maximum is 130, and a higher score represents a more positive ethical climate of the environment. This questionnaire was translated into Farsi by Mobasher and his colleagues in 2004 and the optimum reliability (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient = 0.92) has been calculated. The third part included a moral courage questionnaire, which was designed by Sekerka et al. in 2009. This questionnaire contains 15 questions in five areas of ethics, multiple values, threat tolerance, moral sensitivity, and ethical goals. Each question based on Likert scale is scored from one (never) to five (always).

Validity of the questionnaires was confirmed by content validity method based on the opinion of ten professors in the field of ethics. To determine the reliability of the tools in this research, the questionnaires were distributed to 30 participating nurses and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated to determine the internal consistency after completing the questionnaire. In this study, the internal correlation of “ethical climate of the Hospital” questionnaire using Cronbach’s alpha for the whole tool was 0.92, for “co-workers” factor 0.76, for the “patients” factor 0.78, for the “managers” factor 0.88, for the “hospital” factor 0.80, and for “Doctors” factor was 0.75. In addition, the internal correlation of the “moral courage” questionnaire using Cronbach’s alpha for the whole tool was 0.8, for “ethical factor”, 0.80, for “multiple values” factor 0.7, for “threat tolerance” factor 0.7, for “moral sensitivity” factor 0.78 and for the “ethical goals” factor calculated 0.75.

The questionnaire was given to the participants after obtaining the necessary permissions. Before distributing the questionnaires, received verbal testimonial from participants and pointed out that the information would be confidential and unamed, and that all participants had complete freedom to enter and leave the study. In addition, during the
completion of the questionnaire, the required explanations for each of the questions were given to the units under study. 185 questionnaires were distributed, of which 172 were returned, 91% responded. Nine questionnaires was omitted due to the incomplete response to the terms. Finally, 156 questionnaires were used in the final examination.

Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate the frequency, mean and standard deviation of the studied variables and inferential statistics to investigate the correlation between ethical climate and ethical courage. In the following, using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, were evaluated normality of variables. Regarding the normal distribution of variables, parametric tests such as Pearson correlation and independent t-test were performed using SPSS version 21 software.

RESULTS

In this study, participated 156 nurses with an average age of 30.97 and a standard deviation of 5.11 years, with an average work record of 7.09 and a standard deviation of 4.71. Of the total samples, 67.9% were female and 53.2% were single. 45.5 percent were officially employed, 66 percent did not have a moral record, and 57.1 percent worked as turning shift. 68.6 percent were interested in nursing profession.

The average score for ethical climate of the hospital was 3.79 out of five with a standard deviation of 0.56, which is assessed at an average level. In this study, the “Communication with colleagues” factor was found to be 3.87 and SD of 0.57 at the highest level and the “Communication with doctors” with mean of 3.75 and SD of 0.51 was at the lowest level (Table 1). It should be noted that the managers in this study means direct responsible for the nurse and not the administrative authorities or the head of the hospital.

In the present study, the average total moral courage among 156 nurses was 3.87 out of five with a standard deviation of 0.68, which was assessed at a desirable level. “Moral factor” with an average of 3.91 and a standard deviation of 0.47 was the highest level of moral courage. “Multiple values” with a mean of 3.51 and a standard deviation of 0.59 was the lowest level of moral courage (Table 1).

Using Pearson Correlation test, there is a significant positive correlation (p <0.001, r = 0.92) between the ethical climate of the hospital and the moral courage of the nurses (Table 2).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results of this study showed that ethical climate with average score of 3.48 with a standard deviation of 0.61 was moderate, in Corley et al. (2005), this average was 3.33 out of 5 (6), in Ulrich et al. Equal was 2.6 (7) that is less than the average of this study. Perhaps the reason for this difference in working conditions and organizational culture in Iran hospitals with other countries. According to Shafipour et al. (2016) findings, in Iran, the average score of ethical climate was 3.5 (8) which is largely consistent with the results of the present study. Accordingly, the above average of ethical climate in Iran can be promising and similar results in Iranian studies indicate that the factors affecting the ethical climate of nurses working environment in Iran are similar.
The results of the study on the dimensions of the ethical climate showed that the communication with colleagues had the highest average, which confirmed the positive atmosphere of cooperation between nurses. This finding could point to the coordination and collaboration within the group. There is a need for nurse co-operation to provide high quality care, which will increase the synergy of the forces and prevent potential harm to patients (9). In Hart’s research (2005), the highest score in the ethical climate belongs to colleagues’ factor and then managers, which is consistent with the results of the present study (10). The findings of this study showed that the cooperation between nurses and doctors (physician agents) is at the lowest level from the viewpoint of the examined nurses. Considering the importance of professional communication in providing high quality care, this issue should be further developed. Considering the fact that the services provided in the health system require interdisciplinary collaboration, this finding is alarming and it seems that nursing and medical services are provided in separate packages. The results of Shafipour et al. (2016) and Jolaei et al. (2013) in Iran suggest the appropriateness of the relationship between doctors and nurses (8 and 11). In such situation, not only the quality of care affected, the probability of complications such as the moral distress increases in doctors and nurses (12). In the study of Asterk (2003), the highest average is belonging to the “manager’s factor” and the lowest is the “doctor’s factor” (13). Which reveals a relatively similar pattern of organizational relationships between nurses and other colleagues in different cultures. It should be noted that the managers in this study means direct responsible for the nurse and not the administrative authorities or the head of the hospital, therefore, these results confirm the positive environment of cooperation between nurses. The findings of this study showed that the cooperation between the nurse and the doctors (physician agent) was at the lowest level from the viewpoint of the examined nurses.

The average score of moral courage of nurses in this study was 3.87 out of five with a standard deviation of 0.68. This means that nurses consider their moral courage at a relatively high level. This finding is in line with the study of Mousavi et al in 2017. (14) The study of Day (2006) the moral courage of nurses reported poor (15). The reason for these differences seems to be factors such as ethical climate, organizational culture, managerial support, organizational support, fear of social isolation, organization’s lack of acceptance, and group thinking on moral courage, which requires an examination of the relationship between such variables with moral courage.

In the present study, the “ethical factor” dimension in the questionnaire with a mean of 3.91 and SD of 0.47 was the highest among the factors. The ethical factor, which is the first dimension of moral courage, reflects a person’s willingness to work for the right conduct and moral behavior in response to interactions with moral courage. This suggests that research units are a good moral agent to show moral courage. The high score of this factor indicates that nurses felt courage in their own virtues. The essence of nursing is care and requires nurses who are adorned with ethical virtues alongside with technical aspects for quality care (16). In addition, it seems that in educating nurses it is necessary to strengthen the morale of nurses (17). The results of a study in Iran showed that as nurses consider themselves as an ethical factor, they are more sensitive to providing care of patients (18). The increased nurses’ moral sensitivity increases the quality of care and communication between nurses and patients (19).

The results of this study showed that the dimension of “multiple values” with a mean of 3.51 and SD of 0.04 is the lowest factor. This dimension identifies the individual's ability to choose a set of different values while making ethical decisions. Moreover, refers to the maintenance of beliefs in the heart despite external concerns and needs. This finding suggests that nurses do not have the ability to make ethical decisions and do not have the power to cope with organizational constraints and insistence on moral principles. Studies show that in the case of the inability of nurses in the right moral choices or the inability to emphasize ethical choices and ethics, they may be exposed to moral distress, and the quality of nursing care may be affected over time. In addition, in the long term, nurses tend to leave their careers (20).

The present study shows a significant correlation between ethical climate of the hospital and moral courage of nurses. (p <0/001, r = 0/92)

Ethical virtues such as moral courage grow in the ethical climate, and whatever the virtuous people increase in the organization, their actions can be useful and effective. In such a situation, the likelihood of conflicts and moral challenges are reduced (1 and 21). Therefore, it is imperative to take decisions to increase the ability of nurses’ ethical decision making, in order to reduce moral conflicts and help create a moral environment. The way will be paved for personal development and professionalism, and everyone benefits from physicians, nurses, staff and, ultimately, patients, in a place where, cooperation, empathy and ethical virtues grow every day. It seems that the role of ethical leaders can be very important in increasing the nurses’ ability to make ethical decisions and create an ethical climate (22). Finally, when nurses can gain courage virtue, they can play their supportive role for patients better, and in such situation, patients feel safe and can trust the nurses (23).
CONCLUSION

Nowadays, health service providers have found a lot of complexity, various advanced equipment and the many people present in these organizations have an impact on the ethical climate of organizations. Ethical climate is considered as the personality of the organization. The results of this study also showed that the higher ethical climate score of the hospital lead to the more ethical virtue of courage in nurses. This will ultimately lead patients to better care and reduce the risk of physical, mental and mental harm to both patients and the health care provider. Therefore, nursing managers can use the operational features to improve ethical climate and ethical courage of nurses to get synergy between these two variables in order to achieve satisfaction, trust and confidence of patients in the nursing profession and health services organizations.
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